1. The Elders of the Committee choose Jonas to be the person responsible for receiving and keeping all the memories of the past in which 1994 Newbery Medal winner written by Lois Lowry?

THE GIVER

2. Tom went to the movies on Friday, August 17. If he goes again in 2 weeks, what date will he go to the movies?

(AUGUST) 31

3. Identify the location of George Washington’s camp during the winter of 1777 and 1778. Washington’s men endured a winter of terrible suffering, lack of food, clothing, and shelter.

VALLEY FORGE (Pennsylvania)

4. Which musical element refers to the shape and order of the music?

FORM

5. Identify the Scottish/American inventor of the telephone.

(ALEXANDER GRAHAM) BELL

6. If the cake was cut into 16 pieces and 8 pieces were eaten, what fractional part was left?

½

7. Identify the gender of such pronouns as he, him, and his.

MALE or MASCULINE

8. Window glass, cellophane, and water colors are all examples. Identify the type of material allowing light to pass through so that objects can be clearly seen underneath.

TRANSPARENT

9. Which musical instrument has the highest pitch of the brass family of instruments?

TRUMPET

10. What term refers to the substances in foods that provide energy and materials for cell development, growth, and repair?

NUTRIENTS
11. What is a division in a poem named for the number of lines it contains?

STANZA

12. Max had 10 piles of quarters. If there were 8 quarters in each pile, how much money did he have?

$20.00

13. Possibly including a color’s tints and shades, give the term referring to a single color.

MONOCHROME or MONOCHROMATIC (COLOR)

14. Give the term referring to the main character of a story or a play.

PROTAGONIST

15. Give the name of the planet closest to the sun.

MERCURY

16. Give the name of the military leader of the Plymouth colony.

(MILES) STANDISH

17. Shirley feels lost in America until she discovers which sport in Bette Bao Lord’s *In the Year of the Boar and Jackie Robinson*?

BASEBALL

18. Although this act actually reduced the tax on molasses, colonists were angered because they saw the law as an unfair tax. Identify this act that was created to serve two purposes: decrease smuggling of molasses in the colonies and increase revenues to Great Britain.

SUGAR (ACT)

19. Identify the type of energy produced from the splitting apart of billions of uranium nuclei by a nuclear fission reaction.

NUCLEAR (ENERGY)

20. Which literary term refers to the repeating of a word or phrase to add rhythm or to emphasize an idea?

REPETITION

21. Convert \( \frac{3}{4} \) into a decimal.

\( .75 \)

22. Give the term referring to natural resources, such as petroleum, minerals, and metals, that are used more quickly than they can be replaced by natural processes.

NONRENEWABLE (RESOURCES)
23. Identify the plant part whose main purpose is photosynthesis.

LEAF

24. In the sentence, “She was jarred by the vibration of the roller coaster,” give the correct spelling of vibration.

VIBRATION

25. Name the part of the theatre where tickets can be bought.

BOX OFFICE

26. In the sentence, “Beverly, my sister, is a nurse at a hospital in Louisville, Kentucky,” identify the appositive.

(MY) SISTER

27. Although he had served as a royal official, he gave up his position to argue against the writs of assistance. He became one of the most eloquent speakers in the cause for American liberty. Name this individual often remembered for his phrase, “Taxation without representation is tyranny.”

(JAMES) OTIS

28. Identify this musical by Menken and Ashman about a man-eating plant.

THE LITTLE SHOP OF HORRORS

29. Home of the Orioles, identify this city on the Chesapeake Bay in central Maryland.

Baltimore

30. In the sentence, “He is the man who walks across the street every day at 3:00 p.m.,” identify the antecedent.

MAN

31. What is 7/9 of 18?

14

32. Name the German Baroque composer known for such works as Brandenburg Concertos, Little Organ-Book, and Well-Tempered Clavier.

(JOHANN SEBASTIAN) BACH

33. Its name literally means against life. What is the name for a chemical that destroys or weakens harmful microorganisms?

ANTIBIOTIC

34. Luke has an average of 76 on his last three English tests. If two of his scores are 100 and 71, what is his third test score?
35. Her famous painting *Out for the Christmas Trees* is still popular on Christmas cards. Name the New England artist who began her career in her seventies.

(GRANDMA) MOSES or (ANNA MARY) ROBERTSON
SECOND HALF

1. Sailing across the Atlantic with her uncles and cousins becomes a journey of discovery for 13-year-old Sophie in the 2001 Newbery Honor book *The Wanderer* written by which author?

   (SHARON) CREECH

2. Identify the edible part of a carrot.

   ROOT

3. This holiday began as a Celtic festival for the dead. Identify this holiday that falls on October 31.

   HALLOWEEN

4. Give the name of the British general who came to the Yorktown area in hopes of gaining supplies and reinforcements from the British fleet. After a siege of several weeks, he was forced to surrender.

   (GENERAL LORD) CORNWALLIS

5. What is the term for a feature, such as Old Faithful, that ejects steam and hot water from a hole in the ground?

   GEYSER

6. Words such as buzz, gunk, gushy, swish, or zing all refer to which literary term?

   ONOMATOPOEIA

7. Simplify and perform the operation as indicated: \(4^2 + 2^3\).

   24

8. Identify the musical direction which means to play quickly or briskly.

   ALLEGRO

9. Multiply the following: \(9(a + 6b)\).

   \(9a + 54b\)

10. In the sentence, “Her minimum effort was much greater than his maximum,” give the correct spelling of the term meaning least.

    MINIMUM

11. What term refers to the painted scenes used in a play?

    SCENERY

12. Which continent is the homeland of the Kikuyu and Pygmy peoples?

    AFRICA
13. How many square feet are in a square yard?

9 (SQUARE FEET)

14. Give the name of the Texas mission captured by Mexican forces in 1836.

ALAMO

15. What is the popular term for smaller movements of Earth's crust that follow an earthquake?

AFTERSHOCKS or TREMORS

16. Give the name of the triangle having no angles the same measure.

SCALENE (TRIANGLE)

17. Which mood of a sentence expresses a command, request, or suggestion?

IMPERATIVE (MOOD)

18. Name the art method used to create the illusion of depth on a two-dimensional surface.

PERSPECTIVE

19. Subtract the following: 9001 – 3724.

5277

20. Of the 4 members of the violin family, which one has the highest voice or plays the highest notes and is the smallest in size?

VIOLIN

21. Identify the type of teeth with 2 points that grind and crush food located between the molars and canines.

PREMOLARS or BICUSPIDS

22. What is the name for the eight day spring festival of Judaism commemorating the deliverance of Israel from slavery in Egypt?

PASSOVER

23. What term refers to the imaginary lines running north and south on a global map?

(LINES OF) LONGITUDE

24. Give the economics term referring to the sum of money placed into a bank or financial institution.

DEPOSIT

25. Which term refers to the organisms that return important materials to the soil and water by breaking down dead organisms into simpler substances?

DECOMPOSERS
26. Find the perimeter of a rectangle having a length of 76 inches and a width of 33 inches.

218 INCHES

27. He was the first president to travel outside the U. S. as well as being the first U. S. President and American to win the Nobel Peace Prize. Give the first and last name of this U. S. President associated with the Square Deal who served as our 26th U. S. President.

(PRESIDENT) TEDDY or THEODORE ROOSEVELT

28. What is the area of a circle having a radius of 8 meters?

64 PI SQUARE METERS

29. Identify the rural Prince Edward Island village that is the setting of L. M. Montgomery’s *Anne of Green Gables*.

AVONLEA

30. Concerning the Great Lakes, give the name of one that is both the most northern and most western.

(LAKE) SUPERIOR

31. The Roman Numeral LVII represents what number?

57

32. Identify this ballroom dance in ¾ time with a strong accent on the first beat.

WALTZ

33. Identify this Pilgrim leader and historian who was elected governor of Plymouth many times.

(WILLIAM) BRADFORD

34. Give the term referring to a group of geese.

FLOCK or GAGGLE

35. Give the name of the gas that is chiefly responsible for the earth-insulating greenhouse effect.

CARBON DIOXIDE

EXTRA QUESTIONS

1. What is the theater lighting which is usually faded right before a show?    HOUSE LIGHTS
2. In the sentence, “They visited the stockade while they were there,” give the correct spelling of there.

THE RE

3. What is the principal square root of 9?    3

4. Identify the geographic term referring to an area of level land usually at a low elevation.

PLAIN

5. The leftover of a supernova that has become a very dense star is known as what?

NEUTRON (STAR)